Abstract. Convexity represents an important principle of grouping in visual perceptual organization. This paper presents a new technique for contour grouping based on convexity and has the following two properties. Firstly it finds groupings that form contours of high convexity which are not strictly convex. Secondly it finds groupings that form both open and closed contours of high convexity. The authors are unaware of any existing technique which exhibits either of these properties. Contour grouping is posed as the problem of finding minimum cost paths in a graph. The proposed method is evaluated against two highly cited benchmark methods which find strictly convex contours. Both qualitative and quantitative results on natural images demonstrate the proposed method significantly outperforms both benchmark methods.
Introduction
Contours defining object shape are some of the most important features in visual object recognition. However finding such object contours from real scenes is an extremely difficult task. Most contours are regularly fragmented by occlusion, shadows, and low reflectance contrast. In order to infer shape from contours the human visual system must selectively group contours projecting from a common object while keeping contours from different objects separate [3] . This grouping process in the human visual system is known as perceptual organization and the resulting contours are referred to as salient. Computational modelling of perceptual organization presents the following two challenges [13] . Firstly a function which can determine the saliency of a particular contour grouping must be defined. Secondly an effective algorithm for finding such groupings must be used. Many existing contour grouping techniques are based on local Gestalt properties such as closure, good continuation, and proximity [4] . In this work we propose a technique for finding contour groupings of high convexity. Convexity represents an important factor in grouping for many reasons. It is generally accepted that the parts of an objects contour with high convexity correspond to object parts [8] . Borra and Sarkar [2] compared several grouping methods in the context of object recognition and found that grouping subject to a convex constraint Fig. 1 . The book in the background is occluded by two foreground objects. The foreground jar is fully visible but is not strictly convex.
gave best performance. They showed in some cases that convexity dominates the effects of Gestalt properties such as good continuation. Convexity is also a nonaccidential property which can distinguish structure from noise in real images [5] . For these reasons convexity, as a grouping property, has been considered by many researchers [16, 5] .
Despite this progress existing techniques for finding groupings which form convex contours are constrained in two ways. Firstly all techniques can only find closed contours. Although closure is an important grouping property not all salient contours form closed contours. This is case when one object is occluded by another. For example consider the image containing three objects in Figure 1 where a book in the background is occluded by two foreground objects. Finding a complete contour of this occluded book is not possible without prior knowledge of its complete shape. If such knowledge is not available, employing the principle of maximum entropy, we should aim to find the parts of the object's contour which are visible. In this example this would correspond to the open contour of the occluded book which exists between the background and the book in question. Attempting to find a complete contour of the occluded object using exiting techniques would most likely fail [1] . To overcome the problem of occlusion many authors use local features which may still be visible if the object is not completely occluded [9] . The second constraint exhibited by existing techniques is that they can only finding groupings that form strictly convex contours. For example consider the object of the jar in the foreground of Figure 1 . This object is not occluded so finding a complete contour is possible. Application of existing techniques will fail to find this contour because it exhibits high convexity but is not strictly convex.
In this paper we propose a new technique for finding open and closed contours of high convexity. This technique involves three steps. We begin by extracting a set of suitable elements for grouping. A graph representation of these elements is then constructed. Finally an efficient graph mining algorithm is applied to find groupings which form salient contours where saliency is defined as a function of convexity. The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the method used to extract elements for grouping and the conversion of these elements to
